At Agilent, we are focused on serving our customers in the world’s analytical and diagnostics laboratories with an industry-leading portfolio of instruments, software, services and consumables.

Our teams understand what you want to achieve, and we know how to help you find the right solutions for your needs. We are committed to innovation that keeps you ahead of the game, whether it is a scientific breakthrough or finding ways to help improve the economics of your lab. Whether your challenge is to fight cancer, drug discovery, food safety, the environment, energy and chemical, academic research or government labs, our passion is to put our expertise to work for you to deliver the trusted answers you need.
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I took this mirror picture of a lake with glaciers in the background along the famous Icefields Parkway in western Canada.
Siegfried Retter
Waldbronn, Germany
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"The famous 17-Arch Bridge in Summer Palace in Beijing. The architect designed the bridge direction according to the sunset position in the midwinter days. So at sunset the sun will light all 17 holes of the bridge, called 'Golden Sun Through the Holes.'"

Jun He
Beijing, China
"We went on a family picnic in a farmhouse in Aravali Hills when we came across this majestic bird. You can see why in India it is called the 'King of Birds.'

Manoj Kumar
Gurgaon, India
While walking with my wife at Longwood Gardens, I came across this solitary yellow tulip in a bed of red ones. I sought to isolate the delicate features of this flower that was daring to show its differences among the many conforming ones.

George Reiner
Wilmington, Delaware
“Photo taken at the Catholic Church in Ningbo. The picture was superimposed by 72 photographs.”

Ji Su
Shenyang, China
“I took this photo at the roadside in front of my apartment. I never noticed such a vivid picture before. This reminds me of a poem by Tagore: “We haste on without need, forgetting the flowers on the roadside hedge.”

Chaoran Li
Beijing, China
2018
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"I went to the Great Wall on an early weekend morning this summer. The wind was strong that day – the trees were swaying and the leaves were dancing. In contrast, the wall was solid and immobile. I was moved at that moment."

Kaiyu Lu
Beijing, China

2018
“One of the iconic sights at Zion National Park in Utah is The Watchman. This towering red spire sits near the entrance of the park and is beautifully illuminated by the setting sun.”

Mark Pfeifer
Wilmington, Delaware
“The Horsehead Nebula in the constellation Orion.”

Thilo Frey
Basel, Switzerland